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A bit about me...

• Working in the field of TESOL since 2004
• Studying, researching and teaching at QUT since 

2010
• Now working as Project Officer at Wesley Mission 

Brisbane, working with staff around effective cross-
cultural communication

Contact details
Angie Sobyra
Email: a.sobyra@qut.edu.au
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A quick overview

• A definition of pragmatics

• Pragmatics in global ELT coursebooks

• A framework for pragmatic analysis

• The findings

• Applying the framework to coursebook materials to 
teach pragmatics
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What do I mean by pragmatics?

According to Verschueren (2009), pragmatics is 

an approach to language which takes into account the 
full complexity of its cognitive, social, and cultural (i.e. 
‘meaningful’) functioning in the lives of human beings. 

(p19, italics removed)
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Global ELT Coursebooks
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Pragmatic Communication

•Context – who, what, where, when etc

• Structure – language choices made

•Dynamics – emergent, co-constructed

• Salience – varied level of awareness

(Verschueren, 1999)
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What’s happening here?
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Research Question

How is language in use, that is, pragmatics
presented in global ELT coursebooks?
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The Coursebook: Hemispheres 2 
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Conversation Strategies (CS)
1. Starting conversations

2. Asking about and expressing 
preferences

3. Agreeing and disagreeing

4. Offering, accepting, and declining 
invitations 

5. Expressing sympathy and concern 

6. Hesitating and refusing politely 

7. Helping people make decisions

8. Using exclamations to express 
opinions

9. Asking for and giving clarification

10. Keeping in touch

11. Discussing opinions

12. Correcting and admitting mistakes
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Coursebook Analysis: Context

• No. of Speakers 
• Names 
• Visual Representation 
• Gender 
• Age group 
• Personality 
• Emotions 
• Beliefs 
• Desires 
• Motivations 
• Social Setting 
• Social Relationships 
• Social Class 
• Ethnicity/Race 
• Nationality 

• Linguistic Group 
• Religion 
• Level of Education 
• Profession 
• Kinship 
• Sexual Preference 
• Time 
• Place 
• Proximity 
• Gaze 
• Postures 
• Gestures 
• Facial Expressions 
• Topics

(Verschueren, 1999)
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Coursebook Analysis: Structure

• Language Codes 

• Styles 

• Sound Structure 

• Each exponent set 

• Speech Acts 

• Discourse Types 

• Opening Closing 

• Turn-taking 

• Introduction of topics - who, when 
and how 

• How are they accepted and 
elaborated 

• Dominant party in the interaction 

• How is attentiveness signaled 

• Adjacency Pairs 

• Pre-sequence and Insertion 
sequences 

• Preference Organisation

• Interruptions and Overlaps 

• Pauses 

• Hesitations 

• Back-channel cues 

• False Starts 

• Repairs
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• Context
– limited
– often ambiguous/generic

• Structures
– interchangeable language 

chunks
– varied syntax, formality, 

and idiomaticity

• Dynamics 
– not explicit 
– conversational purpose 

sometimes unclear

• Salience
– structure
– not contextualised 

appropriate meanings

Coursebook 
Findings



Coursebook Findings
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How can we teach more pragmatically?
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A framework for analysis and teaching

• What about the context that is presented might 
need to be discussed or changed or adapted? 

• Which structures might need further explanation? 

• How can we convey the dynamic nature of language 
use and move beyond a strict form-function 
relationship?

• How can we raise awareness (salience) of the 
various choices we make in language use?
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Consider your own teaching materials

• To what extent do they consider the context in 
which your students might be using the language 
that is presented?

• Is the link between context and structure presented 
as static or dynamic? 
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Questions?
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THANK YOU
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